A natural language query builder interface retrieves the required data in structured form from database when query is entered in natural language. The user need not necessarily have sufficient technical knowledge of structured query language statements so nontechnical users can also use this proposed model. In natural language parsing, getting highly accurate syntactic analysis is a crucial step. Parsing of natural languages is the process of mapping an input string or a natural language sentence to its syntactic representation. Constituency parsing approach takes more time for parsing. So, natural language query builder interface is developed in which the parsing of natural language sentence is done by using dependency parsing approach. Dependency parsing technique is widespread in natural language domain because of its state-of-art accuracy and efficiency and also it performs best. In this paper, the buffering scheme is also proposed for natural language statements which will not load the whole sentence if it was done previously. Also there was a need of generalized access to all tables from database which is handled in this system.
Introduction
Since the end of 1960's there have been a large number of researches done regarding the theories and implementations of NLQBI's. Asking question to databases in natural language is very convenient and easy method of accessing data especially for casual users who do not understand complex database query languages. As the usage of databases has spread widely, the concept of user interface presented new challenges to the designers. The main goal of this system is to provide communication between user and computer without recalling any sort of database query syntax.
Constituency parsing and dependency parsing are the two parsing techniques broadly used in natural language processing. In constituency parsing, the parse tree breaks a sentence into sub-phrases. Non-terminals in the tree are types of phrases, the terminals are the words in the sentence, and the edges in constituency parsing are unlabeled. For example consider a simple sentence "John sees Bill", a constituency parse would be as in fig 1 . Whereas, a dependency parse connects words according to their relationships. Each vertex in the tree represents a word, child nodes are words that are dependent on the parent, and edges are labeled by the relationship. A dependency parse of same sentence "John sees Bill", would be as shown in figure 2. But constituency parsing takes a lot of time to parse the words of the sentence. So there was a need to develop a NLQBI which will extract POS and process the query in less time. The parser of the proposed natural language query builder interface is developed using dependency parsing method. Dependency parsing is a technique where a sentence is given in natural language as an input and produces output in the form of dependency tree. Dependency parsing has proved useful in many applications like question-answering, machine translation, information extraction and natural language generation. Dependency structures contain much of predicate argument information. The basic notation of dependency is based on the idea of lexical items linked by binary asymmetric relations called as dependencies which focus on relations between words.
Dependency parsing presents a number of advantages when compared to syntactic parsing or phrase structured parsing. Dependency parsing has three main advantages. The very first, dependency links that are formed between two words of the sentence are close to semantic relationships needed for the next step of interpretation. Second, the dependency tree contains one node which represents one word, instead of mid-level nodes that represents words as in constituent trees, making the task of parsing more straightforward. Third, dependency parsing lends itself to word-at-a-time operation, i.e., parsing can be done by accepting and attaching words as entered by user. That means it does not wait for complete sentence to be loaded for parsing. It improves the overall system.
The challenge was a buffering scheme that has to be applied to the natural language statements. The statements which are already given as input to the system will not parse it again. It will save all statements and corresponding SQL statement which was previously generated. It will directly fetch the SQL statement if the same statement is given as input by the user.
The objectives were set after doing the survey of existing natural language query builder systems and finding the gaps between them. This is discussed in section II B. The objectives are to extract the dependencies, noun phrases, and generate the parse tree. The logical query is the generated which is further translated to SQL syntax. The SQL query is then given to underlying database to retrieve the results. The system is also benchmarked against the constituency parsing technique. The buffering scheme is implemented so that the overall performance of the system is significantly improved.
A constituency parsing is also implemented to compare results with dependency parsing and their results are discussed in section 5.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work which includes survey and existing NLQBI's. In section 3, detailed description of the proposed system is mentioned. Section 4 describes the implementation details and results. And finally section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work

Literature Survey
Mo Shen et al. [2] proposed a dependency grammar, in which predicate-argument structures are encoded to build modelled syntax. New reranking approach was proposed for dependency parsing that can utilize complex sub tree representations. The limitation of this system is that it prohibits incorporation of information from large-scale structured data and it was not used for developing a query builder. Emily Pitler et al. [5] proposed a graph-based algorithm for non-projective parsing with higher order features. But it has limitations that it does not give faster variants for third-order graph-based projective parsing and also was not meant for developing a query builder. Fei Li et al. [6] proposed a system called NaLIR. In this, for each ambiguity, system generates multiple likely interpretations for the user to choose from, which resolves ambiguities interactively with the user. The limitations were that there was lack of reusability of queries and hence was less precise. This system does not use dependency parsing approach. Zhenghua Li et al. [7] proposed a joint models for dynamic programming based decoding algorithms which can incorporate rich POS tagging and syntactic features . Limitations of this approach are firstly, average perceptron to learn the feature weights of the joint models are used, which equally treats the POS and syntactic features. Training procedures should be better in this case. Secondly, it is not implemented for query builder. Chen D et a [8] proposed a novel dependency parser using neural network classifier for use in greedy dependency parsers using sparse indicator features in both accuracy and speed. A limitation of this system is that it only relies on small number of dense features and was not used for query builder. Alessandra Giordani et al. [13] proposed a system that translate natural language query to SQL query by reranking with an SVM-ranker based on tree kernels. Here also this system does not use dependency parsing. Miguel Llopis et al. [14] proposed a natural language query builder interface using ontology based approach. The main drawback of using this kind of resolution is its low precision. Abhijeet Gupta et al. [15] proposed the syntactic parser that uses the Computational Paninian Grammar (CPG) framework. Limitations of this system is that aggregation operators and Join are not supported also the dependency relations are syntactico-semantic in nature. Michael Minock et.al [17] proposed a natural language query builder interface where queries are modelled in a higher-order Codd's tuple calculus and use synchronous grammars which is extended with lambda functions to represent semantic grammars.
Existing Natural Language Query Builder Interfaces
Akshay G. Satav et.al [3] proposed a system in which Word Pair Mining Technique is used for spelling correction and syntactic parsing is done. Verena Rieser et.al [4] proposed a framework for adaptive natural language generation was developed where the problem is formulated as stochastic incremental planning under uncertainty, which can be approached using reinforcement learning methods. This system is applied for spoken dialogue system. Pranali P. Chaudhari [9] developed an interface where dictionary updating with synonyms of the words is the main feature along with SQL translation. Syntactic parsing technique is used. But only implementation of aggregate functions and combination of two or more operations has been executed. Ashish Kumar et.al [10] developed a Natural Language Interface to Database systems (NLIDB) through which user can interact with the database in a more convenient and flexible way. The technique used was syntactic parsing technique. The drawback of this system is that long questions were not allowed and proper error messages were not displayed in case of query failure. Gauri Rao et.al [16] proposed a system which provides search interface and reduces the part of user for recalling the tedious syntax of databases, this system allows user to get the database information in his/her language. Semantic grammar technique is used for developing this system. The drawback of this system was that user has to fire queries in WH type question; it also could not automate the related words for table and column names.
Proposed System
The proposed system architecture is as shown in fig 3. The user will enter the query in natural language sentence. In morphological analysis, the entered sentence is then checked for the stop words and punctuation marks which are removed. After that the tokens are separated. The next step is syntactic analysis in which the sentence is then converted into a tree structured form using dependency parsing. The nouns, adjectives etc are related to each other in the form of binary asymmetrical links. These all links form a dependency structure. The dependency parse tree is then generated. This selected parse tree is then checked for the meanings in the semantic analysis phase. It is then converted to logical query. The query is mapped with the database tables and attributes with the extracted meaningful tokens in the first phase. After that, the query is translated to SQL syntax by replacing the tokens with table names or attribute names which is then sent to database. Database then fetches the exact results to the user.
Dependency Parsing
The basic notation of dependency is based on the idea of lexical items linked by binary asymmetric relations called dependencies which focus on relations between words. A dependency relation holds between a head (also called governor) and a dependent (also called modifier) of each pair of word in a sentence. The words of the sentence are connected by typed dependency relations. The arcs (links) indicate certain grammatical relation between words. Each word depends on exactly one parent. The tree starts with a root node. Dependency also resolves ambiguity. A dependency analysis of simple sentence as an example is given in fig4. The noun extraction which is mapped to database concepts like table names and column names is done by using dependency parsing. The dependency tree is generated from the sentence. The grammatical structure and typed dependencies are used to map the governing and/or dependent tokens to the columns of the table in database. The grammatical structure of a sentence is generated from the Penn Treebank language pack. Penn Treebank is a parsed corpus of words consisting of over 4.5 million American English words. This mapping is done in a generalized manner which means all tables and respective columns of tables can be accessed from database. This extraction is not limited to any specific table in database. The tagged words are used to get the noun phrase from the input sentence. Accordingly the tables and its columns are extracted. After noun extraction the natural language sentence is converted to SQL syntax statement.
Buffering
The buffering scheme is applied to the natural language statements. The input natural language sentence and its corresponding SQL converted statement is saved in a buffer. In this scheme, it will check if the buffer is empty. If so it will scan the statement and do the whole process of parsing and save the statement and input sentence in buffer. If the buffer has some statements, it will check if the input sentence is present in the buffer. If it is present in the buffer, the corresponding matching SQL statement is directly fetched form the buffer itself. It will not parse and load the sentence if it is present in the buffer. If the input sentence is the new sentence then only it will do the process of parsing. Buffering will directly fetch the SQL statement, if the same statement is given as input by the user. Thus getting the statements from buffer does not take extra time irrespective of the size of statement and hence it gives the best performance. Otherwise parsing the sentence again and converting it into SQL will take significant time period for fetching the results and also the parsing time depends on the size of the input sentence. Hence this buffering scheme will reduce time for frequently asked queries.
Implementation
This proposed system is implemented in java technology. MySQL is used as underlying database. We used Eclipse Java EE IDE Indigo Service Release tool for implementation in windows OS. Database connection is done by using JDBC library. Algorithm for the proposed system and results for dependencies are discussed as follows:
Algorithm
Algorithm 1: NLQBI using Dependency Parsing
If the buffer is empty do the following { 1. Tokenization: Split the input sentence into various tokens. 2. Stanford Parser is used to perform the parsing and generate parse tree. 3. The grammatical relations are extracted by using Stanford Typed Dependencies. 4. The nouns and prepositions are extracted from grammatical relations. 5. Semantic analysis is performed using the type of grammatical relations. 6. The tokens and the nouns are mapped to the database entities like tables and columns. 7. The input natural language query is mapped initially to an intermediate query by mapping rules for the various tables, columns and literals. 9. It is then converted into SQL query language. 10. The SQL Query is sent to database and executed there. 11. Finally the results are fetched to the user. } Else check if input sentence is already there in buffer If yes, take the corresponding SQL statement and directly go to step 10. Else start from step 1.
Results
This system is tested for various natural language queries which are provided by technical as well as nontechnical people. The results are evaluated. The output of the query is checked with the actual records at database side and verified for correctness of results. Dependency extraction and POS tagging are the important steps in the parsing. For example consider the sentence: "show all students whose marks greater than 30". The dependency representation and POS tagged words for this sentence can be given as shown in table 1.
The types of queries supported by this system are conditional queries (WHERE clause, greater than, less than, equal to), range queries (BETWEEN, AND, OR clause), aggregation queries (SUM, COUNT, MIN, MAX, AVG), ORDER BY. The exact meaning of all the dependencies and its usage is well described by MarieCatherine et.al [18] . The tables and attributes are mapped to the database by using tokens as shown in table 2. Tokenization of input natural language sentence is done and these tokens are then checked if those are column names or table names. Accordingly, the column names and table names are extracted. This mapping produces generalized access to all the tables in database. Also, if the tokens are NNS or NNP are also examined and mapped as shown in table 2 i.e. if the token is "students", it is mapped to "student" table of database. So user can access any table from the database. After mapping the SQL query is constructed. The constructed SQL query for above example is: "select * from student where marks>30". This is then sent to database for results. 
Experimental Evaluations
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we have applied the following experiments:
1. Accuracy in query interpretation 2. Comparison in constituency and dependency parsing 3. Compatibility
Accuracy in Query Interpretation
The experiments we present here are based on the corpus of series of questions gathered from the technical as well as non-technical people. This corpus consists of natural language statements. To determine logical query equivalence, queries were marked as correct if their parse to logical form was equivalent to the manually constructed correct result. Accordingly, the system accuracy was calculated. System accuracy A can be calculated as shown in equation 1 below.
(1)
This system produced an accuracy rate of 91.66%.
Comparison Between Constituency and Dependency Parsing
The time evaluation was done and compared by using two techniques dependency parsing technique and constituency parsing technique. The parameters evaluated are, time for POS tagging, time for SQL translation and total time with query results. This is shown in table 3 which is measured in seconds. Form this table we can see that time required for dependency parsing is much less as compared to constituency parsing technique. The Typed dependencies extraction of dependency parsing is more efficient and hence increases the overall system performance. Graphically this evaluation is as shown in figure 5 . Hence, dependency parsing is much faster technique than constituency parsing. We saw that dependency approach takes less time for generating natural language query results. But our proposed buffering scheme still improves the overall system performance. The time required for retrieving query results from database using buffering scheme is around 2.5658e-5 seconds which is much less than any other approach. Hence, dependency parsing technique along with buffering scheme makes system more efficient in terms of performance.
Compatibility
We tested our approach with different operating environments i.e. windows OS and Unix OS. In our tested environment, our system doesn't affect the working applications. When this system is executed and query is entered, during query processing, database connection is established. This connection and processing of system does not affect other running processes, this shows compatibility of the system.
Conclusions
In this paper a natural language query builder interface is proposed which will be used by all types of users (technical, non-technical). So NLQBI with dependency parsing will become more efficient, accurate and user friendly. Also there was need of different parsing techniques like dependency parsing which improves the overall system performance as compared to constituency parsing. Dependency parsing also resolves ambiguity. This proposed system adds an innovative feature like buffering and generalized access to all database tables. The buffering scheme applied to the natural language statements will significantly reduce the parsing time for previous statements that are given as input. Due to this scheme, the system will not parse the statements again and improve the performance. At the end we can conclude that the proposed system is a medium of communication between user and database and fetches the results of users query in structured form.
The future scope of this approach is to support complex queries, nested queries and complex join operations which will make this system much stronger.
